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Ideas and reflections on the current freelance musicians situation 
 
 
The COVID-19 lockdown has had a huge impact on freelance and self-employed musicians             
across the UK. My last concert was held on the 7th of March 2020. Since then, I have not been                    
able to perform live as a soloist, with my chamber music ensembles or as part of an orchestra.                  
The economic struggle has been truly intense from the beginning as, a few private lessons taken                
online aside, all my main sources of income have been suddenly erased (and still are). 
 
After a few days of discouragement, my mind was forced to reflect on the actual classical live                 
performance direction, asking myself a few questions .  
What are the strengths of classical music? How can there be any involvement if you are not                 
listening to a concert with musicians in front of you?  
Especially at the beginning of lockdown Social Media feeds were filled with musicians             
performing small concerts, one-piece executions in their homes, for free. How can I be able to                
still exploit my talent, and make a living out of it, when music online is available on streaming                  
platforms for free? The delivery of music has changed and who knows if it will be changed                 
forever.  
 
These questions made me realise that what makes the biggest difference between being a              
professional musician and other “regular” jobs is the power to provoke and arouse emotions              
while working. The passion for your job travels in the sounds you are creating, animating the                
sensibility of the listener.  
A youtube video, shared with the World Wide Web, or a recording streamed on Spotify will not                 
connect you directly with your public, widening more and more the distance between artist and               
listener.  It is with this idea that “The Harp Nook” was created. 
 
“The Harp Nook” is a website, created during lockdown with the support of Sound Connections,               
offering donation based tailored harp music experiences. I would get contacted by individuals,             
offices, groups of friends or retirement homes in order to offer a live, unique, personalised               
performance. It has been incredible to discover the different tastes of people, listen to their               
questions about my instrument and manage to have a “close” experience, even if             
socially-distanced online.  
 
“The Harp Nook” has been used also to surprise a loved one for special occasions, see relatives                 
you could not see in person and share with them an experience impossible to live in the                 
everyday life at this point. It has been particularly fun to take part to office Friday evenings,                 
proposing a “Quiz Night” with my film music transcriptions, reconnecting colleagues not only             
for work, but also for a more relaxed time.  
 
I would like to thank Sound Connections for their support during these difficult times: “The               
Harp Nook” has been a helpful escape from my empty diary, letting me enjoy again “live”                
performance and discovering better what the classical music public is looking for.  


